OUTDOOR LIVING

your ultimate outdoor living guide

let’s lounge
There’s a new star sitting poolside. “We’ve taken the simplicity of an iconic director’s chair and transformed it into a stunning outdoor piece,” Janice Feldman, CEO of JANUS et Cie, says. The “Regatta” lounge chair’s airy yet durable structure features a rope-woven seat back and a sleek steel frame. And true to form, the chic seat folds to transport and stow. (janusetcie.com)

soft glow
Upgrade your yard with a posh post light—or three. The copper “French Quarter” lantern and “Holland” post by Bevolo Gas & Electric Lights suit a variety of outdoor settings. (bevolo.com)

Summer’s almost here! Are your porch, patio, and pool terrace dressed to impress? Elevate your exterior spaces with the latest in outdoor design.

pillow talk
Make an existing outdoor set feel new the easy way—with fresh pillows from a fresh face in furnishings. Wynne White Martin—her father is the CEO of Summer Classics, her brother started Gabby—founded her line, Wendy Jane, to offer stylish outdoor pillows, like her “Spotty” and “Vintage Stripe” designs, below, that also amp up the comfort. (wendyjanesbygabby.com)
THERE ISN'T A DR. SEUSS MACHINE THAT JUST SPITS OUT CHAIRS.” —Castelle CEO Derek Ritzel

shady lady

Shield yourself from the sun—and look good doing it! Reminiscent of blue skies with fluffy clouds, the “Blue Dream Ombré” teak umbrella by Santa Barbara Designs will complement your pool area. (santabarbadasigns.com)

crafting the good life

Luxury outdoor manufacturer Castelle celebrates its 40th anniversary in style—collaborating with Biltmore on a collection that includes the handcrafted cast-aluminum “Estates” lounge chair, available in spring 2018. Castelle, based in Cartago, Costa Rica, upholds the “pura vida” lifestyle with eco-conscious, artisan-focused manufacturing. “There are no machines, just human hands,” Castelle CEO Derek Ritzel says. (castellesory.com)

USUALLY, OUTDOOR AREAS ARE THE LAST TO RECEIVE DESIGN ATTENTION, BUT SEATING, GRILLING, AND ENTERTAINING ZONES EXPAND THE SPACE OF YOUR HOME.” —designer Kerrie Kelly

entertain alfresco

Designer Kerrie Kelly’s newly launched line of furnishings with Coyote Outdoor Living includes the Laguna collection 80-inch “Stone Top Table,” above. (store.coyoteoutdoor.com) The Lynx “SmartGrill,” left, is voice-activated, Wi-Fi-enabled, and cooks foods based on user commands. (lynxgrills.com) Upgrade your outdoor table setting, below, with Merritt’s straight-grained “Walnutwood” melamine plates (merrittusa.com) and G-Squared’s rustic “Potters” collection in Terracotta—pieces are composed of Melabox, an innovative blend of bamboo fibers and melamine. (shopgsquared.com)

fire up!

Martyn Lawrence Bullard’s new design for Frontgate (frontgate.com), the “Arcadia” mosaic-tile fire table, below, serves up space to rest plates and drinks while it also delivers dazzling drama. Bullard’s goal: “Combine art and practicality in one high-style statement.” You can also fire up with the pierced “Lumen” lantern, above, from Brown Jordan (brownjordan.com) or the Agio “Lake House” fire column, left (agio-usa.com).
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**Tech Talk**

*SEORA* Change your learning while you recharge on the "Belvedere" daybed with weathered solar power. Simply plug into the USB socket on its built-in marble side table. (seeoradesign.com)

*TUUCI* Let there be ambient light! New technology lets users activate—and dim—LED lights with just a touch on select umbrellas, including the "Single Cantilever" with tilt option. (tuuci.com)

**Swatch**

Top to bottom: Perennials' "Shadow Fall" performance fabric is reversible for double the fun. (perennialsfabrics.com) "Chunky Monkey" indoor/outdoor fabric in Martinique by designer Kati Lee is all about texture. (hollandsherry.com) The "Bahia Woven" sunbrella-print fabric in Illac is part of Thibaut's new Solstice collection of Sunbrella fabrics. (thibautdesign.com)

**Pave the Way**

In many markets, the idea of an outdoor living space has become an expectation," Joe Robb, national design specialist at Belgard, says. As popularity of outdoor fireplaces and kitchens grows, so does the need for quality hardscaping—in colors that complement nature. Brays are taking a back seat. Robb says, "I'm starting to see a return to earth tones," as illustrated in the sleek, plank-style look of the "Nixon" porcelain paver in Ember. (belgard.com)

*Sony* Take your screen time outdoors with the "Ultra Short Throw" projector. Transform any wall into an alfresco movie theater. (sony.com)

*Klaussner* Motion moves outdoors with the "Tidopoint" cordless power recliner. Sit back and relax in comfort on your porch or patio. A rechargeable outdoor lithium-ion power unit is included. (klaussneroutdoor.com)
see ya outside!

Who's hosting the best backyard bash? You are! Swing into summer with these fresh outdoor furnishings.

Surya Illuminate your outdoor space with a pair of pewter "Davis" lamps (surya.com). Pouch The hand-crocheted "Alba" swing in Slate adds a pocket of relaxation to your porch (pouchnyc.com).

Steel Modern Keep your cool with the 52-inch "Prokup" outdoor ceiling fan in bronze (starmodern.com). Lloyd Flanders Kick back in the "Low Country" porch swing composed of vinyl wicker and antique-black powder-coated aluminum (lloydflanders.com). The Urban Electric Co. For its 15th anniversary, the lighting brand launched an exterior collection that includes the "Peel" wall lantern in Truck Black with pewter brass (urbanelectric.co). Sean Woolsey Studio It's always "game on" with the "Woolsey" outdoor Ping-Pong table formed from Russian birch laminate (seanwoolsey.com). Ankaa Glass beads and coral-branch embroidery on the "Cora" outdoor pillow celebrate the seaside (ankaas.com).

Cecile Mora for Gloster The look "Atmosphere Chaise" with Fête Silky Green cushions evokes a Danish aura (gloster.com). Gensun Accommodate extra guests with the cast-aluminum "Stackless Swivel Balcony Stool," also available in bar height (gensun.com). Libby Langdon for KAS Ground your alfresco escape with the geometric "Emerson" rug in Oatmeal (libbylangdon.com). Louis Ho for RH The "Nantucket" lounge chair in all-weather wicker with cast aluminum frame exudes minimalist appeal (rh.com).